
TEACHER´S ANSW
ER KEY

Who is Who?

Galileo: Hi! My name is Galileo. I am the ASTRONOMY PROFESSOR.

Cosmos: Hello there, I am Cosmos Green. I am a STUDENT.

Lyra: Hey, I’m Lyra. I am Cosmos’ COUSIN.

Pandora: Welcome students. I am the HEAD of the University. My name is Pandora.

Hans: Who are you? I´m Hans, a crazy INVENTOR.

Professor Calixto: Nice to meet you all. I am the most recognized PROFESSOR of Astronomy.

Video

Galileo- Earth

Cosmos- Moon 

Lyra- Sun

Professor Calixto- Mars

Pandora- Saturn

Hans- Meteorite

Let’s Organize the Story!

1. Galileo is a young professor who loves science

2. One day, Galileo makes an important discovery.

3. Humans think that the planets revolve around the Earth.

4. But Galileo believes that the Sun is the center of the System.

5. The head of University hears of Galileo’s theory.

6. The University forces Galileo to leave.

7. Galileo’s assistant follows him to discover the truth.

8. The assistant’s sister joins the journey. They are ready for the adventure!

Describing the Characters

3. Yes, it is.

4. Yes, he is.

5. No, they aren’t.

6. Yes, they are.

7. No, he isn’t.

8. No, he isn’t
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Word Search Time!

• Galileo is a professor at U..niversity... He loves A ..stronomy…..

• Cosmos is Galileo’s SISTER who is interested in science and PLANETS

• LYRA is Cosmo’s sister. She isn’t a STUDENT

• The head of University, PANDORA, is also COSMOS’ teacher.

• There is a person at UNIVERSITY who doesn’t believe in GALILEO: CALIXTO.

Discovering the Characters

• Galileo Galilei – solar system

• Cosmos- books

• Lyra -pencil and notebook

• Calixto- board and piece of chalk

• Pandora- glasses/hat

• Hans - magnifying glass
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His name is Galileo. 

He is a  professor at University. 

He feels identified with The Earth.

He looks disappointed  at Pandora’s decision to fire him.

Her  name is Lyra.

She is Cosmo’s cousin.

She is talkative.

She loves The Sun.

His  name is Cosmos.

He is Galileo’s assistant.

He studies astronomy.

He decides to follow  Galileo.

The Story is Mixed Up!

... who believes Aristotle was right.

... who follows Professor Galileo 
to investigate about his theory.

... who fires Galileo.

... who studies Astronomy all day 
long.1

2

3

4

5

...is the assistant’s cousin...

...is an Astronomy 
professor at University...

...is a young professor...

...is a student at University...

...is the head of the University...

Professor 
Calixto

Lyra

Pandora

Galileo 
Galilei

Cosmos 
Green

... who talks a lot and wants to help 
her cousin Cosmos.

The Characters

• Galileo, Cosmos, Calixto and Pandora study and love astronomy.

• Galileo, Cosmos and  Lyra help to discover the truth.

• Cosmos and Lyra work at University. 

• Calixto and Pandora think that Aristotle is right. 
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The Characters (Exercise 2)

1. No, he doesn’t.

2. Yes, they do.

3. Yes, she does.

4. Yes, he does.

A Day in Cosmos’ Life

On Monday, Cosmos has a coffee in the morning and he goes to University.

On Tuesday, he rides his bike and plays football.

On Wednesday, he goes to the supermarket and helps his mom with the dinner.

On Thursday, he studies astronomy and goes to University.

On Friday, he reads his favorite astronomy books.

On Saturday, he meets his friends and has lunch.

On Sunday, he investigates about planets and plays video games.

Story Time!

The main character, Galileo is an Astronomy professor at University.

The ancient theory about Earth is that planets revolved around it.

University decides to dismiss Galileo because he is against Aristotle´s theory.

The three adventurers start their journey to discover the truth.

The Galileo Characters Share their Cvs

Professor Galileo: clever, persistant, obstinate, astrology professor, investigating the universe.

Cosmos Green: noble, trustworthy, honorable, writer,  student, learning new things.

Lyra: insecure, chatty, energetic, secretary, assistant, cleaning and organizing, 

Professor Calixto:  brilliant, stubborn, obsessive, rigorous, professor, astronomer, doing research.

Pandora: almighty, supreme, arrogant, University dean, pupil, reading books.

Hans: peculiar, unconventional, unusual, inventor, collecting gadgets, painting portraits.
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Organizing the Story

1.

“I discovered something outstanding and I really need to share my findings with all the 

students at University.” 

Galileo thought he needed to share his discoveries with all the students at University.

2. “I believe in Galileo and I think he can change the course of history forever with my help.”

Cosmos asserted he believed in Galileo and the fact he could change the course of history 

forever.

3. 

“I am the administrator of this institution and I decide to put Galileo aside because his 

discoveries are ambiguous.”

Pandora exclaimed she was the administrator of the University and that she decided to put 

Galileo aside due to his ambiguous discoveries.

4.

“I may be very useful during your research as I am an excellent secretary, cook, housekeeper, 

writer, reader…..a loyal friend.”

Lyra declared she might be useful during the research as she was and excellent secretary, 

cook, housekeeper, writer, reader, a loyal friend.

Native Speakers Section

Language

Busy: Occupied, tied up

To Collapse: Breakdown, downfall, destruction

To gobble up: To cackle

To fuse: melt together, join, combine, blend\

Dwarf: Low, little, tiny
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Science and Maths

3.

Sun- Mercury, Venus- Earth- Mars- Jupiter- Saturn- Uranus- Neptune- Pluto 

4. 

Can you calculate the distance between Uranus and Mercury?

Distance: 2,812,784,959 km

Which is the planet that takes the most time to orbit?

Neptune: 164.8 years

What is the distance between the closest and furthest planet of the Solar System?

Closest planet, Mercury: 57,909,227 km 

Furthest planet, Neptune: 4,498,396,441 km

Distance:  4,440,487,214 km


